Brat Loves Judy
8x60’
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. On the DL
In order to pull off her secret proposal plan, Judy enlists the help of those closest to she and Brat;
when Brat gets suspicious about all the sneaking around, things spiral out of control as Judy tries
to keep her plan under wraps.

2. Respect the Legend
Brat and Judy's relationship begins to crack when Brat's friends Montana and Rhonda face divorce.
Brat plans a surprise, and Judy drops a bomb that Deja's moving in. With a secret proposal
underway, Judy worries she bit off more than she can chew.

3. So So Defensive
A fight leads Judy to offer couples therapy, but Brat's defensiveness throws Judy's secret proposal
into doubt. Judy's daughter Deja and baby Kenzie move in. Judy worries that inviting Brat's
estranged sister, LisaRaye, to the proposal will backfire.

4. Coming to a Proposal
After months of sneaking around, it's finally time for Judy to reveal her shocking secret to Brat.
Brat and Judy's unresolved issues threaten to derail the proposal. Emotions run high when Brat
reunites with her estranged sister LisaRaye.

5. What’’s Good in the Sisterhood
After their engagement, Brat and Judy face family members to address strained relations. Brat
tries to reconcile with her estranged sister LisaRaye over their public falling out. Judy struggles to
parent her daughter Deja in the right direction.

6. A Word with JD
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Brat and Judy's therapy session leads to a massive blow up when hard truths are exposed. Brat
reconnects with Jermaine Dupri and reveals the real issues that are blocking her and Judy's trip to
the altar.

7. I Love you to Debt
Judy is ready to finalize the wedding date, but Brat insists on paying off her legal debt before tying
the knot. How will the couple resolve the issue?

8. The Missing Link
Judy holds a star-studded event for Kaleidoscope to welcome her empire to Atlanta; Brat teams up
with Bella to plan an epic surprise to prove her commitment to Judy.
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